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For the fifth year in a row, Russell Investment Management Limited was chosen as Money magazine’s 2018 Best of the Best 
Gold winner in the Multi-Sector Fund category.

For further information about the methodology used by Chant West, see chantwest.com.au

Achieve is printed on an environmentally responsible paper, produced using Elemental Chlorine Free (ECF), FSC certified Mixed 
Source pulp from Responsible Sources and manufactured under the strict ISO 14001 Environmental Management System.

Issued by Total Risk Management Pty Ltd ABN 62 008 644 353, AFSL 238790 (TRM) as the trustee of the Russell Investments Master Trust ABN 89 384 753 
567. This document provides general information only and has not been prepared having regard to your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before making 
an investment decision, you need to consider whether this information is appropriate to your objectives, financial situation and needs. The information has 
been compiled from sources considered to be reliable, but is not guaranteed. Any examples have been included for illustrative purposes only and should not 
be relied upon for the purpose of making an investment decision. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The Product Disclosure 
Statement (PDS) can be obtained by phoning 1800 555 667 or by visiting russellinvestments.com.au. Any investor should consider the latest PDS in deciding 
whether to acquire, or to continue to hold, an investment in any Russell Investments product. Before you combine your super, you should find out about exit 
or withdrawal fees your other fund might charge, as well as any entitlements or insurance cover that might stop when you close your other super. 
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Welcome to the Autumn 2018  
edition of Achieve
We love to profile our competition winners and this edition is no 
different. On the cover is Paige Burnet, the lucky winner of our 
$15,000 Super Boost promotion. Congratulations, Paige! 

We had a chat with Paige to find out how much of a difference this 
big win will make to her future. If you’re ready to get your super 
together like Paige, our mobile app and online tools can help—it 
takes less than 30 seconds to find and combine your accounts. Or we 
can do it for you over the phone. Read more on page 4.

Usually, our top priority is to drive you to take action on your super—
it’s our way of making sure you’re doing all the right things today to 
achieve a great life after work. But this edition of Achieve is a little 
different. We’re focusing on the actions we’re taking, because we 
listened to what you had to say and made some changes.

The most important changes we’re making in 2018 are summarised 
on the next page.

We’re also making some great additions to our investments 
menu, to make it easy for you to work out which options best suit 
you. From diversified and outcome-oriented options to sector, 
responsible and third party options, it’s quite a selection. On page 6, 
we take a closer look.

Finally, remember the time we gave away a MINI Cooper? We had 
such a great response, we decided to bring it back. Don’t miss out on 
your chance to start 2019 behind the wheel of a brand new MINI. All 
you need to do to enter is combine your super with us—see the back 
page for more details. 

And good luck! 

Director, Member Services 
Russell Investments

mailto:iq%40russellinvestments.com.au?subject=Russell%20Investments%20-%20Achieve%20Magazine
http://russellinvestments.com.au/super
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Thanks to you, some super 
changes are on the way
Each year, we ask for your feedback to find out what you need when it comes 
to your super experience. Here are the changes we’re making for you in 2018.

Here’s what you said And here’s what we’re doing

“ Provide multiple investment 
options, and help me choose the 
right fund for my current stage in  
life/market conditions.”

We are adding 11 new options to our investment menu, giving 
‘investment choice’ a whole new meaning. Plus, we explain how 
we can help you choose the right option. We’ve broken it all down 
for you on pages 6 and 7. 

“ Make it easier to make after-tax 
contributions.” 

No problem. With BPAY® payments that’s exactly what you get—
an easier way to make a secure, online contribution that you can 
schedule in advance. To find out more, visit russellinvestments.
com.au/aftertaxcontributions

“ Adapt to technology and market 
changes, and keep me up to date on how 
these changes will impact my long-term 
investments now and in retirement.”

We’re continuing to invest in transforming your digital experience.

That’s why we’re moving from PINs to passwords and upgrading 
our security to protect your super information online.

“ Unlock the complexity.  
Keep it simple.  
Paint the picture.” 

It’s the small things that make a real difference, don’t you agree?

You’ll notice lots of small changes we’ve made that are sure 
to improve both your super and online experience, like faster 
investment switch processing and easier online navigation.

“ I would prefer to email or use 
online services as much as 
possible, and then talk when I feel 
more grounded in the subject.”

We understand email is often faster and more convenient. 
Have you given us your email address? If so, in the near future, 
we’ll start using it to get in touch with you.

But if you prefer to keep getting communications in the mail, just 
let us know.

Want to take advantage of these changes and 
get your super in order? Request a call at 
russellinvestments.com.au/callme or call us 
on 1800 555 667. 

Let’s talk about what we can do for you.
® Registered to BPAY Pty Ltd ABN 69 079 137 518   
Quotes are sourced verbatim from the 2017 iQ Super member survey.

You will see these changes come into effect 
from May 2018 onwards.
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Transforming 
tomorrow
Like most 21-year-olds, Paige Burnet is excited about her future. But Paige has a 
few extra reasons to smile: she’s just won our $15,000 Super Boost promotion.

“I’ve never won anything before, so I was grinning and 
grinning when I got the phone call,” says Paige. “And 
finding out that the $15,000 prize will be worth over 
a quarter of a million dollars by the time I retire was 
totally amazing. 

“I’m very, very excited. Growing up and through 
high school, I had a lot of issues with my hip, and it’s 
likely that I’ll need a hip replacement in the next ten 
years. I just have a feeling that health-wise, I might 
need to retire earlier than other people. So now, if I 
do need to stop work earlier, it’s not going to be as 
stressful financially. 

It’s a sigh of relief for me knowing that money will be 
there. It even made me think about starting to salary 
sacrifice, because now I can see how it adds up in 
the future.”

$15,000 at age 21 = $274,110* at age 67 

*   This is a rule of thumb calculation showing the value of a one-off after-tax superannuation contribution of $15,000 based on a 6.52% ‘net 
of tax’ rate of return compounded annually, assuming retirement at age 67. This result is shown in ‘future dollars’, which means there is 
no adjustment for inflation. This amount in ‘today’s dollars’ (i.e. discounting the future dollar amount by inflation) would be $88,030. This 
calculation does not take personal circumstances into account.
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A WINNING ATTITUDE

In her short career, Paige has already made some 
big moves. 

“I moved down to Melbourne two years ago for 
work,” she smiles. “I don’t think anyone took me 
seriously when I said I was going, until I paid the 
bond on my apartment and started to say my 
farewells, because I’m a real homebody. After the 
move, I got work in data entry, and they offered 
to train me in payroll which set me up for my 
current  job.

“It was nerve wracking, because I didn’t know 
anyone in Melbourne. I’d only been there once, but 
I thought, ‘I’m going to go. I’m going to do it. If all 
else fails, I can always go back home and go back to 
the same life I had before and not have to live with a 
big what if’.” 

Working in payroll helped Paige understand the 
importance of super as a powerful way to save for 
the future. 

But she still had her super in more than one fund.

“My Dad, my colleagues and older friends kept 
telling me that I really should combine my accounts, 
that it would help me in the future and how I was 
probably paying extra in fees. I actually started 
to combine my super early last year, and called 
up Russell who looked for my accounts and then 
sent me the forms. But then I lost the paperwork 
somewhere. It’s funny, because the week after I 
finally remembered about it and combined it online, 
Russell came to my work and I found out about the 
prize. So, I knew I was in with a chance.”

LOOKING AHEAD

“My friends ask me all the time where I’m going to 
be in two years. I don’t know! I just try to focus on 
the present but keep the future in the back of my 
mind to make sure I’m not going to be caught short 
without income or anything like that.

“At 60, I would like to think I’ll be on a desert island 
with a cocktail in my hand.

“But realistically I think I will still be in Melbourne 
surrounded by my family (and grandkids hopefully) 
just trying to help them follow their passions in life. 
I feel like my parents have always encouraged me to 
do whatever makes me happy. They’re always very 
motivating, so I want to do the same for my kids. If 
they ever needed extra help or some extra support 
to reach their goals, because it can be hard, I think 
I’d be there helping them.”

THE EXTRA DIMENSION

Outside of work, Paige loves to spend time with her 
friends, going to the movies and travelling.

“I’m saving up all my money this year to go traveling 
in South America. I’ve always dreamed of hiking 
through the jungle to Machu Picchu. So, I’m 
knuckling down on my budget and I’m being very 
strict with my spending this year to make sure I’m 
saving enough.

“For me, as a young person, even though retirement 
is so far away and I have other financial goals, I’d 
love to somehow motivate other young people to 
start taking super seriously.

“So, if you’re in your 20s, talk to your older 
colleagues and family about super, and listen to 
their advice. Most of the time, they’re telling you 
things you need to hear. And then follow through! 
It worked out pretty well for me.”

Win a MINI
Combine your super with us before 21 December 2018 and  
you could win an electric blue MINI Cooper 3-Door Hatch. 

We recommend finding out about exit or withdrawal fees your 
other fund might charge, as well as any entitlements or insurance 
cover that might stop when you close your other account.

Find out more at russellinvestments.com.au/winamini

^  A minimum consolidation amount applies. Competition terms and conditions are available at russellinvestments.com.au/winamini. 
The promotion starts at 00:00 hrs on 1 March 2018 and closes 24:00 hrs on 21 December 2018 (promotional period). This prize is 
paid for by Russell Investments Employee Benefits Pty Limited and is not funded by superannuation money. Authorised under trade 
promotion permits: NSW LTPS/18/22100, ACT TP18/00277, SA T18/227.
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The right choice
Just like a restaurant menu that caters to different appetites and 
occasions, our investment menu offers you a range of options. 
We automatically invest your 
money for you if you don’t 
instruct us otherwise. That’s a 
bit like letting the chef choose 
what you’ll have for dinner at a 
restaurant. You get something 
of quality, but it may not be 
suited to what you’re hungry for.

Making a selection from our 
investment menu can ensure 
your investment strategy is a 
good match for your current 
needs and appetite. 

Making it easier for you
In response to your 
feedback, we’re making 
some enhancements to our 
investment menu. 

You can make the most of 
these enhancements from May 
2018 onwards.

We’re adding some new options 
and removing some redundant 
ones. And by grouping your 
choices into categories, we’re 

making it easier to find the right 
option for you.

Below we look at each category 
of investment options: 

1.  What these options are  
(the ‘what’), 

2.  How these options are 
managed (the ‘how’), and 

3.  Who these options may suit 
(the ‘who’).

DIVERSIFIED OPTIONS
The ‘what’: A spectrum of options that 
range from low risk (and low expected 
return) through to high risk (and high 
expected return) investments. Each 
option includes a mix of different 
investment types, including shares, 
property, bonds, cash, and alternative 
assets, such as infrastructure and 
commodities. 

The ‘how’: Each diversified option 
is managed to get the best possible 
level of return for a given level of risk. 
For example, higher risk options are 
managed to deliver higher long-term 
returns, yet from time to time, there 
may be years that bring negative 
returns. Importantly, the investment 
strategy for each option is managed in 
line with its diversification mix, so as 
an investor, you always know that your 
investment strategy will be in line with 
your risk appetite. 

The ‘who’: Investors who know their 
risk/return profile. This generally comes 
down to your goals for retirement, your 
attitude to risk, and the timeframe you 
are investing for. Our online tools can 
help you understand your personal risk/
return profile.  

OUTCOME-ORIENTED OPTIONS
The ‘what’: Options focused on 
delivering an investment return target 
above inflation, while managing 
downside investment risk. As a result, 
these options may not experience the 
large gains that more growth-oriented 
diversified options do in strong markets,  
but aim to avoid negative returns. 

The ‘how’: Unlike the diversified 
options, outcome-oriented options 
are focused on achieving return 
objectives, rather than matching a 
particular risk profile. This means the 
portfolio manager has more discretion 
to continually adjust the investment 
strategy (and risk profile) to achieve the 
target outcome. 

The ‘who’: Investors looking for a 
specific return from their investment. 
For instance, an outcome-oriented 
option may be suitable for a retiree 
seeking more certainty over their 
income payments. Lower potential for 
generating high returns (say compared 
to a High Growth diversified option) 
can make these options less suitable for 
younger investors with decades to invest. 

SECTOR OPTIONS
The ‘what’: Options providing exposure 
to a single investment type like shares, 
bonds, property, infrastructure and 
cash. Australian and global asset class 
options are also available. 

The ‘how’: Each option is actively 
managed by a specialist portfolio 
manager, aiming to outperform the 
relevant benchmark over the long term. 
Each option is carefully risk-controlled, 
so that returns broadly reflect what 
investors have come to expect from the 
asset class/investment type within the 
option. 

The ‘who’: Advanced investors who 
want to build a customised portfolio. 
While these options provide diversified 
exposure within each investment 
type, they are not diversified across 
investment types.   
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What’s your choice?

Diversified options
Defensive
Diversified 50
Blended Balanced
Balanced
Balanced Opportunities
Growth
High Growth  
MySuper (default option)

Outcome-oriented options
Multi-Asset Income Strategy (new)
Multi-Asset Growth Strategy (new)

Third party options
Third Party Indexed Australian Shares (new)
Third Party Indexed Global Shares (new)
Third Party Indexed Global Shares – $A Hedged (new)

Sector options
Australian Fixed Income (new)
Global Fixed Income – $A Hedged (new)
Australian Opportunities
Global Opportunities
Global Opportunities – $A Hedged (new)
Australian Cash
Australian Cash Enhanced (new)
Emerging Markets (new)
International Property Securities – $A Hedged

Responsible options
Responsible Global Shares (new)
Responsible Australian Shares

RESPONSIBLE OPTIONS
The ‘what’: These options focus on 
investments that contribute to society 
and the environment positively in some 
way, or promote beneficial outcomes 
for communities.  

The ‘how’: The Global Shares Option is 
designed to support the management 
of climate change risk through 
decarbonisation. It also excludes 
companies involved in tobacco, 
nuclear weapons, cluster munitions, 
anti-personnel mines and uranium. 
The Australian Shares Option avoids 
investments in alcohol, tobacco, 
gaming, uranium mining, weapon and 
armament manufacture, and companies 
that derive more than 10% of revenue 
from pornography. 

The ‘who’: Investors who prefer their 
super investments to reflect their core 
values, while still aiming to deliver 
competitive returns. Both options only 
provide exposure to a single investment 
type, so they may be added to a 
diversified or outcome-oriented option 
for added diversification. 

THIRD PARTY OPTIONS
The ‘what’: These options are a set of 
low-cost investment options, providing 
basic passive exposure to a target asset 
class.  

The ‘how’: These options are passively 
managed. This means they try to 
replicate the make-up of the target 
index, such as the S&P/ASX 300 for 
Australian Shares, or the MSCI World 
for Global Shares. There is no portfolio 
manager actively managing the 
holdings, or trying to outperform the 
benchmark index. 

The ‘who’: Investors who prefer low 
cost exposure, or do not believe that 
active management can add value over 
time for these investment types.

Ready to choose?  
From May 2018 onwards, make 
the most of these changes via:

Web:  
russellinvestments.com.au/login 

Mobile App:  
‘I want to: change my 
investment strategy’

Call:  
1800 555 667

Need help?
Not sure which option is right 
for you? Get free, over-the-
phone investment strategy 
advice that takes your personal 
circumstances into account, 
valued at $328.22 (incl. GST). 
Think of it like a recommendation 
from an expert waiter, who has 
considered the occasion and your 
preferences. It also helps that they 
know the menu inside out! 

The Over the Phone Advice Service is 
provided by Link Advice Pty Limited, 
ABN 36 105 811 836, AFSL No. 258145.



Back by 
Popular 
Demand

You don’t want multiple super accounts. But you  
do want to win a MINI Cooper. We can help with both. 

Head to russellinvestments.com.au/winamini  
or call us on 1800 555 667 to find out how to enter.

Before you combine your super, you should find out about exit or withdrawal fees your other fund might 
charge, as well as any entitlements or insurance cover that might stop when you close your other account.

Combine your super. 
Win a MINI Cooper.

Competition terms and conditions at russellinvestments.com.au/winamini. MINI is not a participant or sponsor of this promotion. The promotion starts at 00:00 hrs on 1 March 2018 
and closes 24:00 hrs on 21 December 2018 (promotional period). A minimum consolidation amount applies. Before you combine your super with us, you should find out about exit 
or withdrawal fees your other fund might charge, as well as any entitlements or insurance cover that might stop when you close your other account. This prize is paid for by Russell 
Investments Employee Benefits Pty Limited and is not funded by superannuation money. Authorised under trade promotion permits: NSW LTPS/18/22100, ACT TP18/00277, SA 
T18/227. Issued by Total Risk Management Pty Ltd ABN 62 008 644  53, AFSL 238790 (TRM) as the trustee of the Russell Investments Master Trust ABN 89 384 753 567 (Master Trust). 
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